THE EQUIVALENCE OF CERTAIN SOREAU FORMS FOR NOMOGRAPHIC FUNCTIONS
1_. In paper ["•1 ] we proved a theorem which gives necessary and sufficient conditions for the nomogrammability of the function n (1) P s X "^s = S B ~'" 6 K ' 3=1 where n^3, K is an arbitrary number field and S2 g are arbitrary sets of cardinality $2. Tho function P was then represented in n different Soreau forms (SJ ?(*..,x ? ,...,x ) s detfj^ix,)] 8 .
J nxn
Making use of the notion of "equivalence of different Soreaa forms", introduced by M.Warmus in paper we shall prove that the Soreau forms for sel = (1,2,...,n) which appear in the statement of Theorem 1 are equivalent. We shall also show some possible ways of constructing non-equivalent Soreau forms of the function P.
2. In the present paper we shall use the notations and assumptions adopted in paper []l3* It had been assumed that there exist two points (a s ) 8eI e fiand sack that a g ji b 0 for every sel. This enabled us-to define for i,k€l the functions -991 -'». AdamsKi (2) defined by a suitable restriction of the function F such that
x£ ( ai ) x*ib k ) = P i for k p i P Q for k = x, F ik for k 4 i ï^ for k = i.
A further assumption was that (5) F 0 i 0, ? 1 -0 (ie I), P ik = F ki ^ 0 (1 t k).
Finally, it was assumed that for any k 1 <k 2 <k^ i^j 6 j = 1,2,3) there are elements T^ ^ k and T' k k k of the 2 3 1 3 12 field K satisfying the following system of equations
and, for k 1 <k 2 <k 3 <k 4 (y I, j = 1,2,3.4), the additional system of equations The number cf equations (6)-(7) is 2("), while that of equations (8)-(9) is 2(J). .Using the above assumptions and notations we are in a position to state the following theorem. where C~1 is the inverse of the matrix C. If either of two forms of the given function P is equivalent to a third one, they are equivalent to each other. The relation of "equivalence of Soreau forms" thus defined is reflexive, symmetric and transitive. Hence it is an equivalence in the set of Soreau forms of the function F and with respect to this relation this set breaks up into abstraction clauses. The number of these classes characterizes the function P. Hence, if all the Soreau forms of a nomographic function are equivalent, such a function is said to be uniquely-nomographic. If a nomographic function has exactly k>1 non-equivalent classes of Soreau forms, then it is said to te a k-r.omographic function. The equivalence of two Soreau forms has a simple geometrical meaning. Consider the equation F(x^,x2,...,xn) = C and ¡two nomograms corresponding to different Soreau forms of the function P. Now, if these Soreau forms are equivalent, then either of both nomograms can be obtained from the other by a projective transformation, which is not possible whan two Soreau forms are non-equivalent.
-994 -Lemma 1 (see QJ). If ons of the rows of the form (£) is multiplied by a number r / 0 and one of the columns is multiplied by 1/a, then the resulting Soreau form is equivalent to the former one.
Proof. Let us multiply the i Q -th row of the form (Ej 'oj a / 0 and the k 0 -th column by 1/a. Then we get -k i<i 0 . k<k
The proof holds for any of the n cases (i,kel).
For each seI we have d_ = s Lemma 2 (see If one of the rows of the form (S) is multiplied by a 4 0 and another by 1/a, thon the resulting Soreau form is equivalent to the former one.
Proof. Let us multiply the i 0 -th row by a and the j Q -th row by 1/a. Then we get
We have det C = a and for each s cI
The proof holds for any of the (") cases. T.heorem 2.
If the values (a| are fixed, then all the Soreau forms (12) (for sel) of the function F-which appear in Theorem 1 are equivalent forms.
Proof.
We shall prove that each of the forms (12) (for s = 2,3,...,n) is equivalent to the form for s = 1. Making use of Lemmas 1 and 2 and multiplying successively the i-th rows and the first row, the k-th columns and the first row by suitable numerical values we shall transform the form (15) in order to obtain the desired s-th form (12) -996 -(for s>1) of the function P. E^ virtue of lemmas 1 and 2 these forms will be equivalent (in the sense of Definition 1). jj. Let us consider a particular case. Assume that 2 is the dimension of the linear space generated by the functions 1 9 n X^fx^),Xi(xi) spanned over the field K, that is for each k.jel, kg e I 4 i, kg 4 i).
6. In the statement of Theorem 1 there appeared pairs of numbers (T. . . , T,, . ) defined by the systems (6)-(7). 2 3 1 it^iC^lv^ The pairs of these numbers appear in the denominators of the elements of the determinants det Wa (for any 36 I) symmetrically with respect to the principal diagonal, according to (12). Theorem 1 is a test which enables us to verify whether an arbitrary function F is nomographic. Since the system of equations (6)- (7) shall make use of two well known theoa) Any permutation is either equal to the identical permutation or is a cycle or a superposition of disjoint cycles.
b) There exists only one decomposition of a given permutation into disjoint cycles if decompositions differing only by the orider of the cycles are considered as equal.
Denote an arbitrary permutation of the set I by f = n Then we can write
We shall break down the set of all permutations {f} into two disjoint subsets of permutations jf.,} and {f 2 } # ^e s®'' is the set of all the permutations f that can be decomposed into disjoint cycles of at most two elements. The set {f"} consists of all the remaining permutations of the set {f [. Then (20) can be written in the form
In the set (f^'J each permutation is inverse ta itselfj i^" 1 = f^ Henoe it follows directly L u ikJ iel ktl considered as a fonction of n variables Gf 11^)^! » is a function kel symmetric with respect to a certain permutation g of the arguments u^; from the form (27) it is seen that this perautation g produces a simultaneous interchange, symmetrically with respect to the principal diagonal of the matrix -7^-j, L u ikJ of all the denominators u^ of the elements of the matrix into uj^ and conversely (that is, the permutation g is a superposition of disjoint cycles of at most 2 elements). This means that
The proof of Theorem 3 is thus completed. Using this theorem we can obtain two differont Soreau forms of the function P. for i,k 6 I and i ^ k.
Por an j sel and s i 1 (cf. (15)), however, we have
u 1s = U s1 = P 1s' -1005 -
